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A look at Scotland’s lost and in some cases still
extant railway structures and feats of engineering
A lavishly illustrated look at signalling in the GNR
region, formerly part of the LNER.
This book provides a critical overview of the
relationships between planning and railway
management and development during the key period
in the 20th Century when the railway was in public
ownership: 1948-94. It assesses the strength of the
relationships when working in collaboration with the
private sector. The book then focuses on the
interplay between planning and railway since
privatization in 1994 and points to best practice for
the future in institutional structures and policy
development to secure improved outcomes.
In mid-1964, Keith Widdowson got wind that the
Western Region was hell-bent on being the first to
eliminate the steam locomotive on its tracks by
December 1965. Realising the significance of this
decision, the 17-year-old hurriedly homed in on train
services still in the hands of GWR steam power,
aiming to catch runs with the last examples before
their premature annihilation. The Great Western
Steam Retreat recalls Widdowson’s teenage
exploits, soundtracked by hits from the Beatles, the
Kinks and the Rolling Stones, throughout the
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Western Region and former Great Western Railway
lines. In his search for steam, he documents the
extreme disorder that resulted from that decision,
paying tribute to the train crews who managed to
meet demanding timings in the face of declining
cleanliness, the poor quality of coal and the major
problem of recruiting both footplate and shed staff.
This illustrated book completes the author’s Steam
Chase series and provides a compelling snapshot
into the comradery that characterised the final years
of steam alongside the long-gone journeys that can
never be recreated.
In May 1967, Scotland became the third of the six British
Railways regions to dispense with the steam locomotive,
bringing an iconic era of Britain’s transport heritage
closer to its demise. Residing over 300 miles away, then
teenaged Keith Widdowson’s pilgrimages north of the
border were marathon undertakings. Abysmal overnight
time keeping, missed connections, trains allegedly
booked as steam but turning up as diesel – each journey
could have been a disaster, but those setbacks were
easily forgotten after many successes, such as in
catching runs with LNER A2s, A4s, V2s and B1s, as well
as BR Clans. Accompanied with brief historical data of
routes and stations – many no longer extant – visited,
alongside photographs from the author’s archives, this
book is a collection of reminiscences from the final two
years of steam that anyone with a penchant for railways
will enjoy.
Onderzoek naar de wijzigingen in omgangsvormen en
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psychische houding van de mens en de mogelijke
samenhang daarvan met de veranderingen in de
maatschappij.
Railways, Urban Development and Town Planning in Britain:
1948–2008Routledge
The formative years of Britain’s railway network produced a
host of ideas, activities and characters, quite a few of which
now seem not only highly unusual, but sometimes little short
of ridiculous. Weird schemes and designs, extravagant
behaviour, reckless competition and larger-than-life
characters all featured in the genuine struggle of the railway
system to evolve. While the dawning of regulation and
common sense brought about more uniform and responsible
practices, factors like the weather and the innate complexity
of railway operation continued to produce a stream of
nonstandard incidents and outcomes, from wild storms to
unusual equipment. This book, by ex-railwaymen Geoff and
Ian Body, captures over 150 entertaining snippets, stories,
and strange and unusual facts from an ample supply of
railway curiosities.
The West Riding of Yorkshire boasted the most complex
railway network in Britain, comprised at various times of
seven railway companies, with an eighth trying to secure a
foothold, eleven significant joint lines and several minor
systems. With no overall strategic pattern of territory or route,
the companies seemed to vie incessantly for supremacy,
often at the expense of efficiency with the significant
duplication of facilities: over twenty-five towns and villages
had two passenger stations, while some even had three or
four! This book reviews the local history, including its
economy and key industries. It describes the need for the
railways and the political and geographical challenges they
faced. It discusses the impact on the region of 'railway mania'
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experienced throughout Britain in the mid-nineteenth century.
The many locomotives that worked these lines are
celebrated, with a behind-the-scenes look at their yards,
sheds and roundhouses. The lost branch lines and stations
are remembered. Finally, there are individual chapters
covering Leeds, Doncaster, Barnsley and the coalfields,
Sheffield and Rotherham, Airedale and Wharfedale, the Aire
and Calder watershed, the Calder Valley and Huddersfield.
Since the mid-nineteenth century the East Coast Main Line
has been one of the major routes from London to northern
England and to Scotland. It has seen some of the greatest
achievements in the railways, most notably the 'Flying
Scotsman' becoming, in 1934, the first locomotive in the world
to exceed 100mph and the 'Mallard' in 1938 claiming the asyet-unbroken world speed record for steam locomotives of
126mph. The East Coast Main Line not only made history by
facilitating an ever-faster link between two capital cities, it
also provided an international stage for Britain's engineering
marvels, inspiring many generations of schoolboys and adults
alike. That was to continue after the end of the steam era on
British Railways, with diesel and then electric traction setting
a series of new records over the route. This new book looks
at how the London-Edinburgh line became the world's fastest
steam railway and how its proud and unique heritage is
appreciated and celebrated today more than ever before.
Superbly illustrated with over 300 colour and black & white
photographs.
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